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1. Introduction

Scientists continuously are looking for new methods that allow them to better un-
derstand the flow and heat transfer phenomena. They try to optimise the parameters of
fluid flow and heat exchange in order to increase the efficiency of specific technological
processes and enhance environmental sustainability. The aim of this article is to provide
an overview of the latest results in experiments and modelling of heat exchange between
laminar or turbulent flow and surroundings, which were submitted to the Special Issue
“Numerical Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow 2023”.

The starting points in the prediction of heat exchange between the moving fluid
and the surroundings are conservation equations, like the continuity, Navier–Stokes, and
energy equations. This set of equations can be solved numerically using direct or indirect
methods (DNS). The direct method requires high computing power. Thanks to the theory of
turbulence, the time-averaged Navier–Stokes equations, called Reynolds-averaged Navier–
Stokes equations (RANS), can be solved by applying additional equations, which allow
the components of turbulent stress tensors to be designated. Components of the turbulent
stress tensor can be calculated using a direct or indirect method [1–9]. Again, the direct
method requires high computer power. In the literature, an indirect approach is commonly
used in engineering applications because it requires less computing power. In such a case,
turbulence models are applied to calculate the components of the turbulent stress tensor.
One can find that hybrid models are continuously developed; they use different approaches
to the near-wall region, where a small scale of turbulence exists, and to the outer region,
where a large scale of turbulence dominates. For instance, the turbulence model can be
applied to the region close to the wall, while large eddy simulation (LES) can be applied to
the outer region. If non-Newtonian flow is considered, additional equations are needed in
order to include a proper relation between shear stress and shear rate.

Computational methods that allow us to decrease the computation time are still
developing. As a result, we already have considerable resources of software packages
which allow scientists and engineers to simulate the heat transfer between fluid and the
surroundings in specific applications. Some of the software packages were applied in this
Special Issue.

The articles gathered in the Special Issue are useful for researchers, engineers, and
students who deal with fluid flow and heat transfer.

2. Review of New Advances

Measurements of fluid thermal dynamics are still required in order to increase the
knowledge and understanding of flow phenomena and to build an experimental base for
the validation of mathematical models. Holešová et al. [10] focused on the challenges
associated with visualising air flow over a heating source in an open laboratory environ-
ment. The authors performed an experimental visualisation and numerical simulation of
air flow and heat transfer between the heating source and the environment using natural
convection. They applied particle image velocimetry to visualise air flow. The data from the
measurements were used as input for numerical simulations performed using Ansys Fluent
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software 18. These results demonstrated the effectiveness of combining measurements
and numerical simulation to develop an accurate 3D model of heat transfer in laminar air
flow [10]. The authors demonstrated that their 3D model had well-identified vorticities and
had the potential to be used to simulate thermal comfort in the laboratory environment. It
can be further extended by using and adjusting parameters such as the output of the heater
and the heating source temperature [10].

Gas turbines are commonly used in power generation. Better turbine cooling can lead
to the design of a turbine with better efficiency. Ahn [11] reviewed 50 articles published
over the past 20 years on the use of large eddy simulation (LES) for the internal cooling
passage of gas turbines. The author focused mainly on the mid-chord ribbed channels,
collected validated LES models, and presented the simulation conditions of the models,
then formulated findings that are difficult to obtain experimentally and discussed the
effects of rotation, buoyancy, and heat transfer on the rib. The author discussed LES studies
related to the shape of the ribbed channels and the LES contribution in the prediction of
internal cooling of gas turbines and those with ribbed channels [11].

Kim et al. [12] applied large eddy simulation to predict forced convection around
wavy cylinders with different axes for Re = 3000. The authors considered four types of
undulated cylinders: streamwise undulation, transverse undulation, in-phase undula-
tion, and antiphase undulation. The authors found that the friction and Nusselt number
for cylinders with transverse undulation and in-phase undulation were significantly in-
fluenced by the wavelength and wave amplitude, whereas cylinders with streamwise
undulation and antiphase undulation showed a very weak influence. The authors showed
that proper modification of the geometry can improve both heat transfer and aerodynamic
performance [12].

For a fully developed turbulent channel flow in the Reynolds number range of friction
of 550–5200, Usov et al. [13] recalibrated the differential Reynolds stress model of Jakir-
lić and Maduta [14] using direct numerical simulation data in order to use the model in
the hybrid RANS/LES framework. In their hybrid method, the authors used the RANS
turbulence model only for a thin, near-wall layer in which small-scale turbulence dom-
inated, while for the outer part of the boundary layer, in which large-scale turbulence
dominated, they used the LES model. The authors performed comprehensive simulations
of mean stream-wise and transverse velocity profiles, distribution of friction coefficient, and
Reynolds stress profiles. The authors concluded that the recalibrated hybrid model ensured
more accurate profiles of mean velocity, inner Reynolds stress peak, and characteristic
turbulence frequency compared to the base model of Jakirlić and Maduta [14], and the
model error was reduced by 58% [13].

The efficiency of heat exchange inside a shell and a tube heat exchanger is one of the
main challenges of CFD. Estupinan-Campos et al. [15] numerically analysed the influence of
geometric variations in baffle angles and the tube profile on heat transfer. They considered
the turbulent flow of hot water in the inner tube and cold water in the outer tube. The flow
of hot and cold liquids was countercurrent. The 3D simulations for the flow of water inside
a shell and a tube heat exchanger were performed using time-averaged mass, momentum,
and energy equations, while the problem of closing the set of equations was solved by
introducing the standard k-ε model. The results of numerical predictions using Ansys
software were compared with the measurements by Bicer et al. [16], achieving an average
error equal to 3.15%. The authors recommended parameters such as the height of the baffle
walls and the inclination of the deflector, which are given the highest efficiency of heat
exchange inside a shell and a tube heat exchanger [15].

Pillow plate heat exchangers provide an alternative to conventional shell and tube
heat exchangers. The proper waviness of the channels promotes fluid mixing in the
boundary layers, resulting in the intensity of the heat transfer. Heat transfer efficiency can
be increased by applying secondary surface structuring. Afsahnoudeh et al. [17] performed
numerical studies on the influence of various surface structures in a heat exchanger on the
efficiency of heat transfer. The mathematical model consisted of the conservation form of
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the continuity, momentum, and energy equations, while the closure problem was solved
by applying the standard k-ε turbulence model. The authors considered a symmetric flow.
Using software OpenFOAM No. 8, numerical simulations were performed for turbulent
single-phase flow. As a result of the simulations, the authors determined the pressure drop,
the heat transfer coefficient, and the overall thermohydraulic efficiency. The numerical
predictions were validated only for the pressure drop, and the relative error was below
5%. The authors confirmed that the application of secondary structure has an impact on
the thermohydraulic characteristics in both the outer and inner channels and results in an
increase in the efficiency of the pillow plate heat exchanger [17].

On the basis of experiments and simulations, Bartosik [18] analysed the efficiency of
heat exchange between the vertical pipe and turbulent slurry flow. The author presented
experimental data of four slurries, with a narrow range of solid particle diameters, i.e.,
two with glass spheres with diameters of 0.125 mm and 0.240 mm, respectively, and two
with sand particles with diameters of 0.470 mm and 0.780 mm, respectively, in the range
of volume concentration of solid particles from 10% to 40%. The author showed that the
experimental data demonstrated a substantial influence of solid particle diameter on the
suppression of turbulence, which was the highest for the slurry with particle diameters
equal to 0.47 mm. The author developed a mathematical model for heat exchange between
pipe and slurry, taking into account the RANS approach with the k-ε turbulence model,
and a specially designed turbulence damping function (wall function) depending on the
diameter and concentration of solid particles. Numerical simulations of heat exchange
between the slurry and the vertical pipe demonstrated a semisinusoidal dependence of the
Nusselt number on the average particle diameter. The maximum Nusselt number appeared
for a particle diameter of 0.125 mm, while the minimum was 0.470 mm [18].

The main challenge of the modern economy is the reduction in greenhouse gas emis-
sions and the transition toward a zero-carbon economy. The greenhouse gas emissions of
air conditioning are one of the main contributors to environmental pollution. A reduction
in gas emission can be achieved by applying the caloric effect. One can recognise the caloric
effect depending on the applied external field. If the external field is generated due to
mechanical stress, such as compression [19], tension [20], or torsion [21], it is called the
elastocaloric effect [22]. This effect occurs in specific materials known as shape memory
alloys [23,24]. However, if the applied field is the result of hydrostatic pressure, it is referred
to as the barocaloric effect [25,26]. Cirillo et al. [27] conducted a study on the application of
barocaloric solid-state technology to the cold food supply chain. The authors examined the
energy efficiency of a barocaloric cooling system designed to function as a refrigeration
machine for cold products. The authors used a heat transfer liquid consisting of 50% ethy-
lene glycol and 50% water mixture, while the solid-state refrigerant was acetoxy silicone
rubber. As a reference, they used a vapour compression refrigerator commonly used in
industrial settings. This analysis was carried out for incompressible laminar flow using the
Navier–Stokes equations and the energy equation in 2D form, and the set of equations was
solved using the finite element method. The authors concluded that, for a liquid velocity
greater than 0.06 m/s, the barocaloric system outperforms the vapour compression system
in terms of cooling power [27].

The gain of energy from deep geothermal resources requires the determination of
thermal conductivity and heat capacity; prediction of heat exchange between geothermal
wells and transported liquid; sustained power output; and, in some situations, chemical
reactions. Such a process is extremely complex due to the dynamics of spatiotemporal evo-
lution, which involves changes in the temperature field, seepage field, and mechanical field.
Yang et al. [28] performed simulations of the heat production capacity of an underground
reservoir, taking into account time-dependent mass conservation, heat conduction, and
fluid heat transfer equations. The authors analysed the sensitivity of parameters related to
the thermal performance and mining life of the deep thermal reservoir to thermal output.
The results of the simulations showed that the injection temperature and the spacing of
the well have little effect on the thermal efficiency and useful life of the mine, while the
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permeability, number, and length of the fracture have a significant influence. The authors
emphasised the theoretical and practical importance of such studies [28].

Photovoltaic modules (PVs) often use cooling mediums, mainly liquid or air. The
cooling medium flows over the backside surface of the cells and decreases the temperature
of the cells to increase the efficiency of energy production. The cooling temperature is not
high, so the use of such heat is limited. In the literature, some researchers have conducted
studies on spectral beam splitting technology for sunlight. This technology uses different
wavelengths of light from the Sun separately. Part of wavelength of the light is allocated to
photoelectric conversion, and the other to photothermal conversion [29,30]. Lu et al. [31]
performed simulations of the flow characteristics using a spectral beam-splitting module.
The authors applied Ansys software using time-averaged continuity, momentum, energy,
and k-ε equations. The authors noted that, for certain parameters of the nanofluid flow, it
was possible to obtain a uniform temperature distribution on the surface of the photovoltaic
cell while obtaining considerable heat and improving the integrated use of the Sun’s energy.
The authors stated that their study could provide a reference to optimise nanofluid flow
within a spectral beam-splitting module [31].

3. Conclusions

The articles contributing to the Special Issue “Numerical Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow
2023” demonstrate the progress in using CFD for the prediction of heat exchange between
laminar, turbulent, single-phase, or two-phase flow and the surroundings. The results
of the measurements and several CFD models are presented. The authors formulated a
set of conservation equations for a variety of applications and solved them numerically,
taking into account the convergence criteria and ensuring a mesh-independent solution.
All simulations were performed using commercial software, and most of the mathematical
models have been validated.

The reader of the Special Issue “Numerical Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow 2023” can
find a description of various phenomena of heat and fluid flow, experimental data, and
various approaches to solving engineering problems. The collected articles will allow
one to contribute to a better understanding of some phenomena and the interpretation of
computed and measured quantities.
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